Treatment of Adult Eosinophilic Esophagitis with Diet
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\textbf{Abstract}

\textbf{Background/Aims:} A growing body of research indicates that dietary therapy is an effective treatment option for children with eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE). Its ability to achieve sustained symptomatic and histological responses is comparable to that of topical steroids, but avoids their use and side effects. Recent studies also support dietary therapy as a preferred treatment option for adult patients. \textbf{Methods:} A comprehensive literature review was carried out to assess the efficacy of the most commonly used dietary interventions in inducing and maintaining disease remission in adult EoE patients as compared with results from pediatric studies. \textbf{Results:} The only available study assessing exclusive feeding with an elemental diet carried out in adults demonstrated a 94\% disease remission rate, comparable to the high efficacy reported in pediatric studies. The major drawbacks of this therapy are poor adherence and a rapid disease recurrence after resumption of a normal diet. Although there is limited data on skin allergy testing-directed food elimination in adult patients, the highest efficacy rates observed do not exceed 26\% histological remission. Prospective studies on empirical six-food elimination diets in adults provided efficacy rates comparable to those reported in children, achieving disease remission in approximately 75\% of patients. However, specific food triggers can only be identified after documented recurrence of eosinophilic inflammation as determined with repeated endoscopic biopsies. Prolonged avoidance of the offending food(s) produces sustained remission of adult EoE. \textbf{Conclusions:} Diet is a feasible therapeutic option for adult EoE patients, providing them with the same effective drug-free alternative as in pediatric patients.
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\textbf{Introduction}

Eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE), an emerging esophageal disorder characterized by marked tissue eosinophilia and symptoms of esophageal dysfunction, usually persists from childhood to adulthood \cite{1, 2}. Although the disease was first described 20 years ago in adults \cite{3, 4}, most of the available research has been conducted on pediatric patients.

Since its initial descriptions, EoE has been associated with food allergies, with patients usually presenting various atopic symptoms along with sensitizations to food allergens, which have been documented in a high proportion of patients of all ages \cite{5}. However, the high response rate to food elimination diets, especially amino acid-based elemental diets \cite{6–8} and empirical six-food elimination diets (SFEDs) \cite{9, 10}, indicates that allergic sensitization to commonly consumed foods is involved in the pathogenesis of the disease. Indeed, sequential food rein-
troduction with documented disease recurrence is the most accurate way to identify EoE food triggers in both children and adult patients [11–13].

The management of EoE in clinical practice remains somewhat controversial and eclectic, with treatment modalities including the use of swallowed steroids with a topical effect, various dietary modifications, endoscopic dilation, and even administration of several monoclonal antibodies [14]. As of yet, a commonly accepted algorithm for treating patients is lacking, mostly due to limited information about the long-term efficacy of the different therapies in modifying the natural history of the disease and the associated subepithelial fibrosis [14–16]. As a result, a wide variability, both in the standard of care given to EoE patients and in the adherence to proposed international guidelines, has been documented in clinical practice [17, 18].

There has been a renewal of interest in dietary treatment of EoE, with an increasing number of studies demonstrating that dietary therapy can be an effective treatment option for pediatric patients, in whom it produces a drug-free symptomatic and histological remission. Recently published prospective studies have also noted symptomatic and histological remission in adult patients after following an elimination diet. This article aims to review and critically discuss the available evidence in order to assess the efficacy of treating adult EoE patients through dietary intervention.

**Rationale for Dietary Treatment in Adult EoE Patients**

Differences in clinical presentation, endoscopic aspects, and response to treatment have all been reported for EoE patients of different ages, giving rise to the question of whether adult and pediatric EoE are manifestations of a single entity or are, in fact, two distinct disorders. Most studies point to a common pathogenesis and similar histopathological features in both children and adults, positing that differences in symptoms between the two age groups can be explained by a patient’s ability to communicate esophageal dysfunction [2, 19, 20]. Although no specific studies have been published to date, differences in endoscopic features suggest that signs of active acute inflammation, such as edema and exudates, predominate in children while manifestations of chronic inflammation, such as rigid rings and strictures, occur more frequently in adults. These differences have been related to fibrous remodeling, a phenomenon that has been reported in both age groups [21, 22], but which seems to be reversible in children [15, 23] while having a tendency to persist in adults [16]. In addition, no differences between pediatric and adult EoE patients have been noted regarding patient response to currently used pharmacological modalities; moreover, allergic sensitization patterns are similar across age groups. As a result, because EoE is currently considered to be a single disease across all age groups, the expected efficacy of dietary intervention in adults should reproduce the results observed in children.

**Dietary Interventions for Adult EoE Patients**

The three major types of dietary interventions assessed in children with EoE have also been evaluated in prospective studies conducted with adult patients over the past few years. They include (1) an elemental formula diet with complete elimination of all table foods, (2) a skin allergy testing-directed elimination diet, and (3) an empirical elimination diet based on common food allergens.

**Elemental Diet in Adult EoE**

The first evidence of the efficacy of dietary intervention against EoE was reported in 1995 by Kelly et al. [6], who used an amino acid-based elemental formula exclusively for feeding 10 children with intense esophageal eosinophilia attributed to refractory gastroesophageal reflux. Eight patients exhibited complete resolution of the disease while 2 others presented symptomatic improvement, all in parallel with an average reduction of peak eosinophil counts from 41 eosinophils/high-power field (HPF) to 0.5 eosinophil/HPF after 8 weeks of treatment. Subsequent studies and case reports have repeatedly confirmed these results in pediatric and adolescent patients [7–9, 24–28]. Despite the fact that no randomized controlled trials are available, firm evidence indicates that elemental diets in pediatric EoE have an overall effectiveness of around 90% in reducing peak eosinophil counts to below 15 eosinophils/HPF.

The positive, extensively documented results obtained in children were not corroborated in adults until 2013, when Peterson et al. [29] prospectively recruited 29 adult EoE patients to follow an elemental diet for a 4-week period. Among the 18 patients who completed the study protocol, 13 achieved a complete histological response (defined as <10 eosinophils/HPF), with 4 additional patients presenting peak eosinophil reductions of over 50% with regard to the baseline. Analysis per protocol showed
an overall efficacy of 94.4% in terms of histological remission, which fell to 58.6% when analyzed as intention to treat. Difficulties in adhering to the diet caused 3 enrolled patients to abandon the study on the first day, while 8 others consumed solid food during the initial 2 weeks. Moreover, EoE recurred in every patient within 2–7 days after normal food reintroduction, which brings into question the feasibility of exclusive feeding with elemental formulas in the practical management of EoE, especially in the absence of a controlled food reintroduction protocol.

Despite the fact that all of the available results to date indicate that elemental diets are as efficient as topical steroids in inducing EoE remission, the absence of drug-related side effects may not make up for all of the drawbacks of this type of dietary intervention. In addition to the psychological and social effects of complete avoidance of table foods, the unsavory taste of amino acid-based elemental formulas (80% of pediatric patients must be fed through a nasogastric tube in some series [8]), their high cost, and their impracticality for chronic use make this type of dietary intervention an unfeasible treatment option for older children and adults.

Skin Allergy Testing-Directed Elimination Diet

The impracticality of elemental diets for long-term use prompted investigators to try to identify and remove specific food allergens from the diet using skin allergy testing results as a guide. It was hoped that this attempt to obtain comparable results with less drastic measures would allow patients to follow a near-normal diet, thus avoiding deterioration in their overall health and quality of life.

In 2002, the first approach to a directed food exclusion treatment for pediatric EoE patients was developed by Spergel et al. [30], who identified potential food triggers for EoE by using a combination of skin prick tests (SPTs) and atopy patch tests (APTs). After advising patients to avoid consumption of those foods showing a positive result, histopathological remission was achieved in 18 out of the 24 children recruited (77%). The overall efficacy rates of skin allergy testing-directed diets in pediatric EoE patients have been subsequently updated by the same research group [25, 31, 32], with their last paper retrospectively documenting complete disease resolution in 53% of patients following an allergy testing (SPT and APT)-directed exclusion diet.

Unfortunately, the 77% efficacy rate observed in the initial study [31] has never been replicated [10, 24, 33]. In fact, in several subsequent studies, no patients managed to achieve a complete histological response [28, 34]. Controversy thus exists as to the actual efficacy of skin allergy testing-directed exclusion diets, especially with regard to the methodology for carrying out and reading APT results.

As with elemental diets, studies carried out in adults on the utility of skin allergy testing-directed elimination diets are also scarce, with the best documented research to date being that conducted by Molina-Infante et al. [35]. These authors excluded every food which gave a positive result in a SPT, prick-prick test, or APT, documenting disease remission in only 4 of the 15 recruited patients (26%). The second study conducted with adults documented symptomatic improvement in only 1 of the 6 EoE patients studied, with no signs of histological remission [36].

Possible explanations for the wide variability in efficacy rates of skin allergy testing-directed food elimination include increasing evidence of a cell-mediated delayed hypersensitivity reaction rather than a predominantly IgE-mediated response as the main pathophysiological mechanism leading to EoE [37]. In fact, food-specific IgE serum measurements and SPTs have proven to be neither sensitive nor specific methods for retrospectively predicting EoE triggers in adult patients [12, 13]. In addition, the immaturity of the gastrointestinal enzymatic system and the mucosal barrier in small children favors the absorption of partially digested peptides from the diet. This causes a primed immune response through Th2 lymphocyte stimulation, cytokine secretion, and IgE production [38]. Because this process diminishes with age, adult patients may present reduced rates of IgE hypersensitivity to food.

Empirical Elimination Diets Based on Common Food Allergens as a Treatment for Adult EoE

In 2006, in an attempt to allow patients solid food consumption to overcome the significant drawbacks of elemental diets, Kagalwalla et al. [9] explored a dietary alternative consisting of the elimination of several, but not all, intact food proteins from the diet of pediatric EoE patients, putting them on an SFED. Foods most commonly associated with food allergies in children were excluded, including milk protein, soy, eggs, wheat, peanuts/tree nuts, and seafood. After a 6-week period, 26 of the 35 children treated (74%) achieved complete histological remission (<10 eosinophils/HPF), with a partial remission (11–20 eosinophils/HPF) documented in 3 others. A subsequent retrospective study also developed in children extended the ‘classic’ SFED to include foods with a positive result in allergy tests [10], achieving histological remission in 81% of the recruited patients.
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Results for adult patients come from two prospective studies published within the last year. Gonsalves et al. [12] recruited 50 adult EoE patients from the same geographical area studied in Kagalwalla’s original report. After following an SFED extended to include foods giving a positive skin allergy test result, 70% of the study subjects showed complete disease remission (<10 eosinophils/HPF). Lucendo et al. [13] carried out the only available study of adult EoE patients in Europe using an empirical SFED approach. Histological remission (<15 eosinophils/HPF) was documented in 73% of the study subjects, with significant improvement of symptoms observed in every responder patient. It is worth noting that in the latter study, the ‘classic’ SFED was extended to legumes, rice, and corn since these foods are common allergens in the study population.

Although limited in number, studies assessing empirical SFEDs exhibit a fairly uniform efficacy rate, successfully inducing disease remission in 3 out of 4 EoE patients, regardless of age. This dietary intervention offers the advantage of improved compliance in comparison to elemental diets. In addition, it can be implemented without performing skin allergy tests, making the elimination of common food allergens a feasible initial approach for the therapeutic management of EoE patients of all ages.

Identification of Food Triggers for EoE

According to the latest international consensus guidelines for managing EoE [5], food triggers can currently only be identified by documenting EoE recrudescence upon specific food reintroduction after disease remission has been achieved through specific food antigen avoidance. In this context, positive SPT, serum IgE, and APT results should not be used alone to diagnose food triggers in EoE patients. Likewise, food restrictions should not be recommended if based exclusively on a positive allergy test result. The recommended strategy of sequential food reintroduction (‘food challenge’) under endoscopic and biopsy monitoring has been used by several authors to identify EoE triggers after achieving disease remission in both children [11, 25] and adults [12, 13]. Identified food triggers are similar across the various studies, with cow’s milk and wheat being the major food triggers for EoE in around 50% of pediatric and adult cases, regardless of geographical area. Differences in the prevalence of other food triggers have been documented between American and European studies, raising the question of whether empirical elimination diets should be tailored to the staple diet and food allergy sensitization patterns of patients from specific geographical areas.

Sustained Efficacy of Dietary Treatment

International consensus guidelines recommend long-term exclusion of those foods identified as being responsible for EoE from the diet [5]. Information on the possibility of inducing tolerance to food allergens triggering EoE in children after prolonged exclusion is scarce and disappointing since the disease universally recurs upon food reintroduction, even after a remission period of up to 4 years [11].

Two studies have provided data on the long-term efficacy of eliminating from the diet specifically identified food triggers for adult EoE. In the first one (only published as an abstract), 9 patients demonstrated no disease recurrence after 1 year of dietary maintenance [39]. In the second study, the authors found that disease remission was maintained in all of the 25 patients adhering to the diet for up to a 3-year period [13].

Emerging Dietary Schemes for the Near Future

After identifying the major food triggers for EoE by having patients follow empirical SFEDs and then carrying out sequential food challenge, simplified four-food elimination diets (FFEDs) have emerged as an easier alternative which might improve patient acceptance of dietary restrictions, especially since it also reduces the number of endoscopic exams and overall time needed to complete the food reintroduction protocol. The first group to study the efficacy of FFEDs was Gonsalves et al. [40], who had 13 adult patients follow a milk-, wheat-, egg-, and soy-free diet. Sixty percent of the study subjects achieved histological remission (<10 eosinophils/HPF) after a 6-week period. An optimized FFED, which excluded milk, gluten, eggs, and legumes (including soy and peanuts), was later assessed prospectively in a multicenter study carried on 35 adult EoE patients in Spain [Molina-Infante et al., poster presentation at Falk Symposium 189]. In this study, 57% of patients achieved histological remission (<10 eosinophils/HPF) after following an FFED, with nonresponders given the option of following an SFED as a rescue therapy. By combining these two strategies, an overall remission rate of 88% was achieved.
Conclusion

Dietary therapy constitutes a feasible and effective treatment option for adult EoE patients, with disease remission rates as high as those previously demonstrated in pediatric patients. Our review of the literature found that the high efficacy of elemental diets is undermined by low adherence rates and other practical disadvantages, and that the limited number of studies assessing skin allergy testing-directed food elimination show unsatisfactory results. We thus feel that, according to the available research and results, empirical SFEDs are the initial dietary intervention of choice for adult EoE patients. Preliminary data on FFEDs indicate that this may be an additional option to consider in the near future.
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